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eduGAIN helps nearly 27,000,000 students, researchers and educators access online services while minimising the number of accounts users have to manage – reducing costs, complexity and security risks.
eduGAIN for Service Providers

With eduGAIN participants from over 2800 identity providers, service managers can simplify their account management and control processes – allowing greater access at reduced cost.
eduGAIN enables institutions to easily and scalably support access to services globally – allowing control over user management.
So you've put an effort...
...and joined eduGAIN, what's next?
You need more effort to grow your federation!
Good idea is to start from informational website
Host services for users

Single Sign-On as a Service - for these organizations, that have users database (AD/LDAP)

Identity Management as a Service - for the rest
Organize support
Prepare sandbox for newbies

It's good to have local testing environment before joining production federation
Check for compliance issues
Give some candies for organisations

- Filesender - for large files transfer
- Nextcloud/Owncloud - for file sync and share
- Moodle - virtual learning environment
- Other ideas are welcome!
“Understanding how little we know is crucial to gaining knowledge.”
— Eraldo Banovac
Monitoring is very important!
Don't forget to update your knowledge
If you did everything right...

...you can expect good yield for the next autumn!
Thank you!
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